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Abstract

Results obtained on strongly coupled parallel computer ate iepoited. They concern Monte-Carlo simulation
and pattern recognition. Though the calculations were made on an experimental computer of rather low
processing power, it is believed that the quoted figures could give useful indications on architectural choices
for dedicated computers.

Résumé
On présente des résultats de simulation Monte-Carlo et de calcul de reconnaissance de traces obtenus sur une
machine parallèle a processeurs fortement couplés. Les calculs ont été effectués sur un calculateur prototype
de faible puissance de traitement, cependant on croit que les résultats obtenus peuvent donner des indications
utiles pour les choix architecturaux que les physiciens vont devoir faire pour la mise en œuvre de futures
machines dédiées.
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1. Introduction

Non-vector parallel computers are now an acknowledged component of the on-line treatment chain in
HEP experimental set-ups. In the past their use was crucial for the off-line analysis of several experiments.
In the future they will be indispensible for detectpr simulation. The computing potential needed for the
simulation of SSC or LHC experiments raises an economic problem which can be solved in a satisfactory
way only by working out adequate multiprocessor computers.

Pioneer work on multiprocessor systems dedicated to HEP experiment simulation was done at SLAC
at the end of the seventies [I]. Loosely coupled microprocessors were assembled into processing "farms".
The setups were complemented by host computers ensuring the tasks of initialisation and data collection.
By now, a second generation of Monte-Carlo simulation dedicated multiprocessor computers is emerging
based on the operational experience of multiprocessor systems and the possibility offered by new families of
microprocessors. The main characteristic is stronger interprocessor coupling by means of more sophisticated
network topologies.

Some results obtained on a strongly coupled machine are reported hereafter. They concern Monte-Carlo
simulation and pattern recognition. Though the calculations were made on an expérimenta} computer of
rather low processing power, we believe the quoted figures could give useful indications for solving computing
problems stemming from the computationally ever more demanding experiments.

2. Description of the computer used

The reported results were obtained with OPSILA, a multiprocessor prototype computer developed by
LASSY (Université de Nice, France) and SINTRA/ALCATEL under DCA/DRKT contract [2,3].



The overall structure of OPSILA corresponds to a classical SIMD scheme (figure 1). It can be divided
into three main parts:

- 16 couples of memory banks (MB) and processing elements (PE). Each PE has all the function-
alities of a sequential processor (i.e. its own instruction decoder and sequencer), the data are
provided by its associated bank or by the interconnection network (IN).

- the interconnection Omega network with an associated controller unscrambles vectorial data be-
fore processing and realizes data exchange between PEs.

- the central control unit is composed of two processors; the scalar processor (SP) and the vector
instruction processor (IP). The SP fetches instructions in the scalar memory (SM), executes the
scalar instruction and sends to IP a description of the vector code sections contained in SM.

Although Us computing power is rather low (5Mips,500kflops) due to the technology which allows only 500
ns clock intervals, its architecture, providing tight coupling between processors, enables efficient exploitation
of different kinds of parallelism usable for numerical algorithms. Two operating modes are provided;

- a synchronous mode (SIMD): the machine acts like a monoprocessor operating upon vectors.

- an asynchronous mode (SPMD): the machine configuration is a set of 16 completely independent
processors.

The computing setup is completed by a micro VAX used as a frontal computer.
The implemented software comprises an assembler and a high level compiled programming language

HELLENA matched to OPSILA architecture^].

3. Code implementation
Code implementation was done by taking advantage of OPSILA architecture. It was achieved by par-

titioning the code into two parts. One part, devoted to initialisation and representing the essential portion
in size of the code was implemented on the frontal micro VAX. The second, the time consuming part, was
recoded and installed on OPSILA.

Parallel execution also supposes coding the network and the central unit supervisor to achieve the nec-
essary data exchanges, their synchronisation and timing.

Parallelisation efficiency was used for the evaluation of the obtained computing speeds. It is defined by
the normalized ratio on the number of processors composing the parallel machine, of the parallel execution
time versus the single processor time.

3.1 Monte-Carlo detector simulation
The parallelisation was worked out by the division of the experimental set up into domains and their

association to an appropriate number of processors. On figure 2 and 3 two modes of detector decomposition
are represented. The slices associated to processor 1 are parallel to the beam and field axis (figure 2) for the
first case; for the second case each processor represents a slice in the polar angle (figure 3). Experimental
setup descriptions are available on local memories.

The simulation was worked out by making use of assembler translated codes extracted from GEANT.
They refer to tracking, medium and frontier searching only. The tracking of particles passing from one zone
to another is achieved by the Omega network.

There are several reasons for the inefficiency of the investigated parallelisatiot.-

— pipeline filling and draining (first case)



- synchronisation waiting time (in that respect the amount of computing per slice is an important
factor for the first and second case )

- uncertainty on spiralling partiel* s behaviour (second case)

The results are summarized in Table J.

I Efficiency

32%
42%
45%

Nb of tracked part.

100
1000
1000

Parallelisation scheme |

Case 1
Case 1
Case 2

Table 1: Parallelisation efficiency for two parallelisation schemes

The performances could be improved if the events were superimposed and embedded by flagging the
particles with their event number. Results obtained on benchmarking the Denelcor HEP-I machine allow to
have some hope fot working out that procedure [5].

3.2 Pattern recognition
Pattern recognition is poorly adaptable to parallelisation because of the large number of IF statements

in its code. Two types of parallelisation can be envisaged :

1. Parallelisation per particle.
The entire event is diffused in each one of the processors. The parallel track reconstruction is attempted on
the basis of the exterior points optimally scattered among the processors. The parallelisation is quite simple
and merely entails the distribution of exterior pivots among the processors. The parallelisation efficiency
however is low (on average, 20%). It increases as a function of the size of the event, which indicates that this
approach could be useful for operation at very high energies. Figure 4 displays the parallelisation efficiency
as a function of sequential calculation time for the real events recorded by the Berkeley TPC.

2. Parallelisation per geometric locus.
This parallelisation was carried out on the simulated data of the Delphi TPC. Each processor is assigned to
a geometric locus (for example one of the 16 rows of the TPC). The algorithm alternates local work with
exchange phases between neighbours and diffusion parameters. This is far more difficult to implement. A
parallelisation efficiency of 25% was obtained with a completely preserved sequential algorithm. By modifying
it 33% was reached. In figure 5 the parallel algorithm is represented. The exchange and diffusion stages as
well as the summation and the local processing are emphasised. There are three overlapping loops not yet
parallelised, they affect:

- the polar representation of the experiment

- the initial track points (exterior pivot)

- the track candidates for a given exterior pivot

Candidate and track point searching as well as track storing are fully parallelised. The corresponding
loops are represented by the 5 rectangles.

Local information concentration stages, represented by the 3 squares, are followed by parameter diffusion.
For resynchronisation, u delay is introduced into the processing at this stage which degrades the overall
efficiency of the SPMD machine.



It should be sttessed that it is very difficult to work out the parallelisation for pattern recognition because
of the large number of tests necessary at the local research stage (on vector computers an acceleration factor
1.6 is reached). In order to improve the performances more work is needed on algorithms. A suitable basis
for futher developements is believed to be formed by the codes written for DELPHI and OPAL pattern
recognition [6,7].

4. Comparative evaluation of parallelisation costs
Both parallelisation methods, event parallelisaticn and that based on geometrical division of the exper-

imental set up, could be worked out for experiment simulation and pattern recognition. The choice of one
of the two options is basically determined by economic criteria.

A price evaluation could be attempted. It is based on the assumption that memory and processor prices
determine to a laige extent the overall cost of a parallel machine dedicated to HEP computing. Network
and I/O expenses are considered to be independent of the choice of parallelisation.

The assumption is made that machines are worked out with identical processors. The required memory
per PE M = mjt + mo + me comprises one part foi resident code mn, another for data, storage m#
and a third part me for code. Let p m e m = k * M be the memory price and pp the processor piice. The
following expression gives the price of an emulator "farm" composed of np processors:

np * (pmem + Pp)

The price of an equivalent tightly coupled machine operating with a parallelisation efficiency t}geOm (defined
above) is given by the formula:

+ k * (mn + eD*mD + ec*mc)] + k * (mD + mc)

where ec and CD express the duplicated fraction of code and data necessary for running the machine. By
equating those two expressions a critical value for rige<>m is deduced:

_ Pp + k * (wtfl + ep*wij + ec
pp + k*M-£-* (mp + rnc)

for the ratio pmem / pp = 3.333 and np = 16, given by TELMAT for its T.Node, i}eri, = 0.466. The
memory allocation is described by the following set of values: m/; = 0.1* M1JIi/; = me = 0.45* M and
eD = e c = 0.2.

The figure obtained must be compared to those from the Table 1. By improving the memory allocation
ricrit could be decreased toward 0.321, the figure corresponding to a perfect geometrical parallelisation.

5. Conclusion
OPSILA running has provided useful figures for parallelisation scheme comparison. A rough estimate

indicates that the geometrical parallelisation worked out on a tightly coupled machine might represent a
valuable alternative to emulator "farms" from the economic view point.

Experiment data bases are growing ever more, their scattering among several processors is basically
sound. In the future, if the ratio between processors arid memory prices should be close to the present ones,
the geometrical parallelisation can be the issue for running simulation codes on multiprocessors computers



Figure Caption

Figure 1: OPSILA block diagram

Figure 2: Detector decomposition into slices following the azimulhal angle.

Figure 3: Detector decomposition into slices perpendicular to the beam.

Figure 4: Parallelisation efficiency versus sequential computing time per event. .

Figure 5: Algorithm scheme of a pattern recognition code. Parallelisation of the loops.
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Figure 1: OPSILA block diagram



Figure 2: .Detector decomposition into slices following the azimuthal angle.



Figuie 3: Detector decomposition into slices perpendicular to the beam.
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Figure 4: Paralklisation efficiency versus sequential computing time per event.



PATTERN IMPLEMENTATION ON OPSILA
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Figure 5: Algorithm scheme of a pattern recognition code. Parallelisation of the loops.
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